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Using the spatial competition framework of otelling (19291, this paper explores the 
between the degree of product differentiatio and the ability of firms to collude wit 
price. We show that the minimum discount factor required to support the joint profit maximum 
as an equilibrium outcome monotonic&y increases as products become better substitutes. When 
the joint profit maximum cannot be supported, the optimal collusive price is shown to decline as 
products become more substitutable. These findings suggest that firms producing stronger 
substitutes tend to find it tougher to collude in terms of their product price. 

The traditional industrial organization literature has noted that product 
differentiation is one of the primary characteristics of market structure w 
affects the conduct and performance of firms i 

the nature sf such a relationshi 
330): 

The principal relevant dimensions of market structure 
the degree of seller concentration in the industry, the 
and the degree of product di~~e~t~~t~~~. Tke 
patterns are complete collusion, incomplete colllusion of several varieties~ 

d i~terdeQer~dent action without collusi 
se conduct patterns might t~e~~etica~~y 

y market structure outside the atomistic r 

‘This is ;i reviced vhnn ,>f Ch;rptcr 2 of ai); dissest;9.Eion ~bril128ed 80 the JohYls HopAiM 
Unaiversity. H a indebted to Josep arrington, Jr. for hns guidance 
Helpful comments wer 
participanti; at Johns opkins University. 1 should also like to thank 
referees for their comments and suggestiow~. Thic papaa hx been grc:nIly innprOved by them. All 
re~~i~i~~ errors are, of course, my own. 
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market stucture and its consequent firm conduct IUS never been a triVid 

matter. 
In a differentiated-products market, the cing decision of a G 

on tbe s~bstit~tability of rival cts because a fi 
command a high price for its pr ely limited v;hen 
alternative product which is a good substitute. Quite plausibly, firms offering 
similar products would then have a strong incentive to co ate their 
pricing decisions in order to avoid severe price competition. ever, the 

tation to defect from the collusive agreement is also strong if there is 
strong substitutability between the products. Defection is tempting because a 
@light reduction in price will result in a significant increase in firm demand: 
the elasticity of firm demand is greater, the better are substitutes. As a 
consequence, the effect of product substitutability on the firms’ ability to 
sustain collusive pricing is far from obvicms. The main objective of this paper 
is to examine :he relationship between the degree of’ product differentiation 
and the ability of firms to collude with respect to price. 

‘I”he issue of collusive pricing behavior in differentiated-products industry 
has only been mildly touched upon iri past work; specifically Deneckere 
(1983). Using multi-product demand functions in the repeated game setting, 
he derives a trigger strategy equilibrium for both a price game and an output 
game when firms have differentiated products. In his model, the degree of 
product differentiation is determined by an exogenously given substitutability 
parameter embedded in the multi-product demand functions. Ease of collu- 
sion is measured by the minimum discount factor that supports the joint 
profit maximum as a subgame perfect equilibrium in the infinitely repeated 
game. In the price-setting repeated game Deneckere (1983) finds a non- 
monotonic relationship between the substitutability of products and the 
ability of firms to collude (as implied by the minimum discount factor); 
specifically, that co!lusisn is more difficult when products are moderate 
substitutes than when they are very strong or very weak substitutes.” 

In this paper, we take the address model approach to product differentia- 
Cnon by assuming consumers with heterogeneous tastes. This is in contrast to 
the rnulti~~rQd~~t demand function approach of Deneckere (1983), which 
assumes a representative consumer ith a desire for variety. Our purpose to 
taking this formulation of product iffere~tiati~n is to examine the robust- 

ess and source re’s (1983) results, and gain further insight into 
ow different m uct differentiation affect the analysis of collusive 

ress model employed in our paper involves the 
of ~~telli~~ (1929) as modified by 

en (1985). 

model. 
artin ( 1989) and Wernedelt ( 1989) for extensions of Deneckere’s (1983) 



0 s~mmar~e our res 
sustain the smaller is the 
minimum d~s~o~~t facto 

Deneckere (1983 
substitutes tend to fmnd it tougher to collude in t 

The organizing of this paper is as follows. 

discussed in se 
present our main theorem. Comparative statics are booed in section 6 
with regards to the effect of product substitutabjlity on collusive pricing. 

We use the standard Hotelling (1929) market for diflerentiated products as 
modelled in Neven (1985). The differentiated commodity is represented in the 
product space X which is the unit interval CO, 1]0 There are two firms, each 
producing only one product at constant (zero) marginal cost. The locatio 
firm i is denoted by XiEX, where firms are numbered so that x1 5x,. Let Q 
be the set of all possible pairs of product locations: Q= {(x~,x,)~ 
x1 E [0, 11,x2 E [0, 11, x1 5x2). We also define a set G as a subset of D such 
that it contains only symmetric product location pairs, i.e., 
C=((x,1-x)~xE[O,1/2)}.’ Our investigation is mainly concerned witb 
symmetric location pairs. 

Consumers are uniformly distributed over [O, I] where the location of a 
consumer represents his most preferred product. If consumer x* purch 
product 2 at price pa, his total cost is pi+ f(i, x*) where f(g, x*) is 
utility cost (in dollars) of purchasing a product different from the most 
preferred variety of x *. Following the formulation of d’Aspremont et al. 
(1979), we assume the function to be cfuadratic, f(%, x*) = b(i--x 
consumer has a finite reservation ‘ce, k, so that she will buy one (ze 
of the differentiated delivered price is less than or e 
(greater than) k.” specify k to be finite but su 

*blotice that the set C does not include (x, 1 -x) =( l/2,1/2). hen x = l/Z the products are 
perfect substitutes. Since we are only concerned with ‘di~e~e~tiated’ products, the case of 
homogeneous products is intentionally excluded from our analysis. 

9he appeal of this assumption is that a pure-strategy Nash e~~i~~b~~~~ as been shower to 
exist in prices for all locations by d’Aspremont et al. (1979) aod Neven (1985). 

%%ile the standard assumption is that consumer demand is pc~&~tIy inelastic at ORE unit, it 
results in the industry profit function being unboun ed thereby creating ao analytical 
when firms collude. Therefore, we assume a finite consu er reservation PE.c@ as was v=ified in 
Economides (1984). 
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articular, it is assumed that (5/4)&sk< 00. While finiteness of R is necessary 
und the stra;eg$ sets of the firms, & 2!5/4)b i 
et, 10, I], to be served in e~~ili~ri~rn when fi 

ore fully later. 
, we take the product locations to el, 

where the relative locations signifj a given degree of differentiation: Closely 
tocatcd produ are interpreted by the consumers as 
table. This pa is thus an initial step toward a mol 
w5sh firms are allowed to choose rsduct as well a . While a distinct 
advantage of address models over thcr mcdela is 
product choice, we chose to remain in the exogenous location setting in 
order to explore the effect of product differentiation on collusive pricing. In 
Addition, an analysis sf this case is required prior to allowing for firms to 

oose their products. An endsgenization of product choice in an intertem- 
oral settmg is pursued in Chang (199Qj. 

3. Structure of the game 

At the outset cf the game, fkns are bcated at the product k&ion pair, 
(x1,x,). Given this location pair, firms engage in an infinitely repeated price 
game in which, in each period, firms simL3aneously choose price, pi, where 
P:E [Cl, k] and k c q i= 1,2. A prke strategy of a firm is then an infinite 
sequence of action functions, {S:)$,, where Si: @,k]2xfr-1~-+[0,k]. We 
restrict firms to using pure strategies. 

In any period t, we denote by & the consumer who is indifferent between 
purchasing x I and x2 given prices (p’ r3&). i, is defined by the following 
relationship: pi -I- b(i, --x1)’ =p\ + b(Z, -x2)‘. Dcrnand for x1 in period I is 
them defined by T((p\, pi; x1, x2) as ibllows: 

s coixist a se ent in which a firm 
siently undercutting rival’s price. This 



aunt factor, 6, an 

starting from 
subgame perfect equilibrium 
strategies to form a Nash eq 
all histories. Incredible threats 

4. One-shst prke game 

We start our analysis by investigating the equilibrium be avh- of h-ms in . _ 
the one-shot price game given prodact locations. Our objective is to provide 
us with the best response functions, Nash equili um pri=s, and 
profit maximizing prices necessary for analyzing t 
time subscript may be ignored in the one-shot ga 

pair of prices charged by firms 1 and 2, respective1 
defined by (2) and (31, it is straightforward to 
response price of firm i, y, 3/(.(pj), for Zny given price pj~ CO, k] Qf firm j: 

h(P2) = I ( wp, -- (1/2)b(xf - x;> 
p*-b(x:-x~)-26(x,-x,) 

if p,<b(xt-xZ)+4b(x,-x,), 

if p&b(x:-x;)+ 
w 
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From (4) and (5), it is straightforward to solve for the Nash equilibrium 
), where &(x17x2) =(W)(x2 -x1) +(W)(x~-x:), 

-xl)-(b/3)x:--x:) - [Neven (1985)J For the 
roducts (x, 1 -x) E C, it follows that &(x, 1 -x) = 

). Note that the Nash equilibrium price is a 
declining function of x. Since the product locations are symmetric, a higher 
value of x implies a stronger degree of substitutability between products. 
Thus, we observe that when firms are competing in terms of price, the 
severity of price competition is increasing in the degree of product substituta- 

lity. This severe price competition tends to impose downward pressure on 
uilibrium profits for the furns.5 
all that we had initially required k 1(5/4)b. It is now easy to see why 

this condition is n and sufficient for the market to be fully supplied 
in equilibrium. Since x) reaches its maximum, b, at x = 0, it is the marginal 

pays the highest total cost. In order for the entire 
ash equilibrium, it is then necessary and sufficient 

marginal consumer be less than or equal to the 

osition presents a pair f prices that maximizes the joint 
trically located firms. enote by is(p,,p2) the joint profit 

fun~Ai.c~.i of the cartel: ~(p,,p,)=~~~(~~,p~)+n~(~~,p~). 

etric locatiom, (x, 1 -x) E C, there exists a price, 

s were to choose their product locations in anticipation of competition in the price 
we would expect them to §~~~c~~~~t~y differentiate their products in order to avoid the 

Indeed, ~~f~s~r~~~~t et al. (19793 and Neven (1985) 
rfect ~~~~~~~~i~~~ fm the ??‘+stage game entails maximal di 



In this section, we consider a model in 

infinitely repeated price game thereafter. ur objective is ts exa 
effects of product differentiation on the sustainability of collusive pricing 
among firms. In supporting collusion, the firms are assumed to use the ‘grim 
trigger strategy’ of Friedman (1971). 

For ease of analysis, we assume products are located sy 
(x, 1 -x)_ Given these locations, firms try to support some ccilusive price, 
PE l-j(x), p”(x)]. Note that p is identical for botE_t fi 
located symmetrically and tne joint profit m 
symmetric in the one-shot game, the optimal pa 
the long run would be sy metric and stationar 
firms adhere to the collusive agreement, each fir 
ni(p,p), in every perk that they collude, where q(p, p) = ( %j2)p. 

s+ p 
i 

ifpf=p,7=1,2 ,..., t-l, j=1,2; 
fix) otherwise; t=2 ,..., 00, i--:1,2. 



vior throughout the 
rium if and only if ea 

s R(p). 

hen (7) is satisfied, the sum of the discounted 
outweighs the one-time gain from optimally defecting, 
has an incentive to defect. 

future losses, L(p, a), 
R(p), and neither firm 

enote by ~(S;X)E mx),p”(x)], the best collusive price, which is defined as 
fo’olliows: 

6,x) is t at rnax~rn~~es joint profits under the constraint that the 
strategies in (6) form a subgame perfect equilibrium. 

1. For all (x, 1 -x) E C, there exists a raitical discount factor, 
s?dch that 



if ~32 J(x), which autQ~ati~a~~y i 

that $((6; x) satisfies L@(S; x), 6) = 

YH4 x),6) = CM 1 - &I Cd 

= ~1/8~(1-2~)~~(~;~)+~~1-2~)~~-(~/2~~~~;~) 
(1/2)p@; x) - b( I- 2x) 

Equating L(jT((6; x), S) = R(@(b; x)) and 
j7(6; x) for a given 6 c J(x). Q.E. 

Since H(x) = b( 1-2x), the collusive 
equilibrium price p(x) for all x < l/2. 

Vd E [O, 1/3-j 
Vd E(1/3,1/2). 

ki;x), we obtai 

S;x) remains above t 
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r BF-~[(1/2)-x32-!?(1-2.x) 

x) 
if 

k- 
-b[(B/2)-xl’5 3 

8(x, = 

if k-b[(1/2)-x 

k-lpXZ--b(l -2x) 

k-bx’+3b(l-2x) 

I k-bx2-241 -2x) ____. 
J(k--bx2) -3&(1-2x) 

if k-bx2>3&l -2x). 

(12) 

ropePty I. aSfx)/ax > 0 dx E [O, f/2). 

Recall from section 4 that, -wXn symmetric locations, the higher is x, the 
better substitutes they are, Our result ihen implies that collusion is more 
difficult as the products become better sdbstitutts. Since this result is not 
immediately obvious from our model, it is essential that we understand the 
intuition behind it. When the products are horizontally differentiated, the 
degree of product differentiation is observed to have two countervailing 
effects on the ability of firms to collude. The first is that the greater the 
substitlrtability, the greater the gain from colluding. This is due to the fact 
that price competition is more severe when the proaucts are more substitu- 
table, and is reflected in that fix) = b(f -2x) is a decreasing function of x. 
Second, the better substitutes goods are, the greater is the one-time gain from 

efection. A defector needs only to offer a slightly lower price in order to 
ture the entire market when the substitutability among goods is greater. 

0~ result suggests that the latter effect dominates, so that collusion is more 
q~~~~~~~t the smaller is the degree of product differentiation. 

roducts and the 
llusion is more 
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Q K 

Vaiue Of x 

Fig. I. Defection payoff and collusive payon in Deneckere model. 

Fig. ? Defection payoff and collusive pay& in location model 

‘This demand system can be inverted PO qi(p,,pj) as Bong as q,>O and cg,>(w 



ieves a maxj~.~rn 

in the two models 

ut starts to iIBmxm as 

et us first look at the region of weaker substitutes, where we observe 
movement of defection payoffs between the two 

this region, the defecting firm prefers to share the market with its 
the shape of defection payoff in each model is very dependent 

er substitutes, our model entails a collusive payoff (and coflusive price) 

iversity. The defection payotT dechnes with greater 
e move~~ent of the collusive payoff. 

of stronger substitutes, where both models 
Note that in this region the defecting firm 

est defection strategy is to 

First, for a given (fix 

‘s (6983) model, the 



Property 2. S&(x)i’c’b < 0 

For any product l~catio 
collusion as the transport cost parameter, b. declines. 
for this result, is that the incentive to cheat i 
becomes smaller; the firms can gain larger mark 
opponent’s cartel price. This increased incentiv 
more difficult to support for all product locatio 
that as b-0, the products approach perfect subs 
product differentiation we may have (in te 
discount factor sustaining collusion would 
homogeneous products as b+O. 

The next two results rovide properties of t 

in Theorem 1. 

Properfy 3. Jj5((6; x)/L@ > 0 v’6 E(O,S(X)). 

The best collusive price increases as the fi 
result is in line with one’s intuition in that as 
cheating becomes relatively less attractive. 
cartel sustainability takes the fo 

notonicity of 8(x) and 
fol property: 

discount factor rises. This 

ere exists x0 c l/2 such a 

odd be noted that this result of Den&me’s (6933) is hesaricted to the case oi duq-;y 
competition. The minimum discomt factor is munotonic if fi 

ere (198?)]. F~xtheimore, it can be shown that even when fi 
OF is monotonic if t!-T n~lmber oa ferns is at kast five. See 



Fig. 3. Optimal collusive price for 6 = 6’ and 6 = 6” where 6’ < 6” < s( l/2). 

x; 6) with respect to x for all x E(xO, l/2) gives us aflx; 6)/ 
(x0, P/2). The best collusive price declines monotonically as 

ecome better substitutes.’ When the products are strong 
from the collusive agreement ten 

e mcentive to cohude. ecause this gain f-am defection m 
to sustain collusion, firms must lower price relative to the 
y are producing weaker substitutes. 

4, one can graph r?(x;6) as a function of the product 
t9c.3tloni, x. Fig. 3 picts the best collusive price for different levels of the 

~sco~~~t factor. r 6 >&l/2), firms are able to support j(x;6) = 
at @“(x)/ax B 0 Vx E [O, l/la) and dp”( 



s to pursue a collusi outcome is to make deviation less attractive 

This paper investigated the relati 
d~e~~tiation and the ability of fi 
competition model of Hotelling (19 
cooperative re ted price game in which 
tiated. l[n the ting where firms can s 
strategy, we fi at the n~co~strai~ed joi 
as an equilib outcome if firms suffic 
minimum discount factor that supports the joint profit maxi 
be a strictly increasing function of product substitutability. 
contrast to that of Deneckere (1983) which found a non-monotonic r 
ship betwen the minimum discount 
Deneckere (1983) utilizes a muhi- 
represent product differentiation. ifferent assumptions on consumer 
‘behavior are thus responsible for th 

We further extended o 
that firms can achieve when the 
enough to support the joint pro 

otelling’s model of product differentiations collu 
o sustain as the degree of product differentiation 

One distinct advantage of otelling’s model over t 
demand function model is 
Since product design is one of t 
differentiated products industries, endoge~izat~o~ o 
significant implications in analyzing collusive fir 
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at the joint prcrfit maximizing prices. We will later show that this ~~~je~t~re is 
in correct. 

Case I. Consider all (x, I -x) E C1. Given the &ove conjecture, the mar 
ed into two adjoining submarkets that just barely tout 
int profits are maximized. Each firm is thus a local mo 

market division is then defined by the marginal consumer, 1, who incurs t 
cost of k. If i purchases x1, then his utility cost is b(x -i)2 +pl = k. 

chases x2, then he incurs b( 1 -x-i)’ + p2 = k. Solving for tbe prices, p1 

and p2, as functions of 2, we obtain 

(A.1) 

p,=k-b(l-x-q2. (A.2) 

‘*‘he joint profits of the fums when they charge p1 and p2 as defined in (A-1) 
and (A.2) are written as: 

ic(i)=p,i+p,(l -i)=[k--(x-i)2]i+[k-b(l-~--)2](1--). (A.3) 

Taking the first order condition and solving for the optimal 2, we find that 
,?* = l/2 maximizes ir(i). Since the products are located symmetrically. i* = 
l/2 implies that the joint profit maximizing prices are symmetric as well: 
p1 =pz=pm(x)=k-b[(!/2)-x]2 for all (x, 1 -x)~Cr. 

We will now show for ail (x, 1 -X)E C, that our Initial conjecture of the 
entire market being served was indeed correct. If the prices were raised above 
p”(x), then th: market would be separated into two submarkets with a set of 
consumers in between not served. When the firms raise their prices suffr- 
ciently so that the submarkets are just beginning to separate, we can express 
their joint profit function as follows: 

(A.4) 

that ~~(~~(x),~~(x))/~ptc~ V(x, 1 -x)EC~ and i= 1,2. 
absolutely no ince ive to raise the rices above p”(x), 

t is served at (p”(x) 

er all (x, I -x) E c,. For all (x, 1 --XT) 5 C2, t 
unti8 the entire 

lantil the utility 
the market, (0, l), reaches the reservation 



Substituting expressions for zl, zzt 2r.d t into (A.5) and 
find that c%(~~(x), p”(X))/8pi c 0 V'(X, 1 -x) E C2 and i = 

incentive for the firms to raise t 
(x, 1 -x) E C2, we find that p1 =p2 = 
and the entire market is served at that price. Q.E.D. 
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